
05:00 ― 08:00 
17:00 ― 23:00 

CHARGES FOR TUG-BOAT 

Tokyo Kisen Co., Ltd   

Tel 045-671-7731 

http://www.tokyokisen.co.jp/client/list.html 
 

Wing Maritime Service Corporation   

Tel 045-212-4051 

http://www.wingmsc.co.jp/files/eigyo.html 

 

Daito Corporation   

Tel 045-201-8858 

http://www.daitocorp.co.jp/business/tugboat/ 

 

1. Basic Rate 
Unit Price per hour  08:00-17:00

Basic Rate 
Special Discount Rate 

15,000 G/T Under 5,000 G/T Under

¥101,700 ¥67,700 ¥63,500 

  However, in case of stormy weather operation, sea casualty rescue operation, the salvage 
operation and the other particular operation, the basic rate will be charged regardless of the 
vessel’s gross tonnage. 
 
2. Method of Tuggage Computation 

(1)   The method of tuggage computation will be made in accordance with operation hours. 
    Operating hours should be included the necessary hours for going and returning between the 

tug base and working place. 
(2)   If the first operating hour exceeds one hour, half the basic rate will be added for every 30 

minutes of fractions, but the tuggage for the first operating hour of less than one hour will be 
calculated as one hour. 

(3)   In case of cancellation after dispatch of the tug-boat, 20% of the total rates will be 
discounted. 

 
3. Additional Charge of Various Work 

(1)   Extra charge for the overtime service 
① Week day overtime service 

 
 ·············· for the basic rate ·············································· 60%add 

 
          23:00 ― 05:00 ················· for the basic rate ············································ 100%add 

② Sunday, National holiday, and Year-end and New Year holidays (from Dec.31 to Jan.3) 
service 

      05:00 ― 23:00 ················· for the basic rate ·············································· 60%add 
      23:00 ― 05:00 ················· for the basic rate ············································ 100%add 

     (When Sunday and National holiday are overlapped, the next Monday is considered as 
     holiday.) 

  



(2)   Extra charge for the stormy weather service 
        When wind velocity is over than 15 meter/second at sea. 
                                  for the basic rate ·············································· 30% add 
    (The wind velocity in the sea will be increased 30% to the velocity indicated by the weather  
    Bureau.) 
(3)   Extra charge for the special area service 

①  Koshibazaki area service. ····· for the basic rate ············································· 50% add 
②  No 1,2 Forts, Tokyo area, Chiba area, and Yokosuka area service. 

                                  for the basic rate ··········································· 100% add 
            (Except mooring or unmooring a vessel in Chiba, Yokosuka and Tokyo ports) 
 

4. Extra charge for the special operation service 
(1) Extra charge for salvage operation 

(a)Salvage operation within Yokohama and Kawasaki harbor 
                                  for the basic rate ············································ 50% add 

(b)Salvage operation outside Yokohama and Kawasaki harbor 
                                   for the basic rate ···························· more than 100% add 

(2) Extra charge for the fire extinguishing operation service 
As for the actual operating hours needed to the fire fighting operation. 
                             for the basic rate ············································· 50% add 
Besides, the expenses of the chemical extinguishing incurred in connection with the above 
fire-fighting will be specially added in conforming with the calculation of the actual 
expenses. 

(3) Extra charge for hazardous employment service 
When it is feared that explosion will be expected on account of the sea casualty, such as the 

vessel loading with the explosive cargo, tanker vessel, L.P.G. vessel, etc. 
                             for the basic rate ············································ 100% add 

 
5. Bunker Adjustment Factor (BAF) 
Review of applicable BAF 
(1) BAF to be reviewed every three months i.e. on 1st Jan.,1st Apri.,1st Jul.,1st Oct. and to be 

effective in three months. 
(2) BAF to be reviewed on the past consecutive three months averaged *bunker price. 

*The bunker price means the A heavy oil price which is reported by Rim Intelligence Co.  
(3) Applicable BAF 
 
Tokyo Kisen Co., Ltd or Daito Corporation 

Bunker price per kilo litter BAF per one hour 

less than ¥40,000. N/A
¥40,000.～¥59,999. ¥5,000- 
¥60,000.～¥79,999. ¥7,500- 
¥80,000.～¥120,000. ¥10,000- 

¥120,001.～¥140,000. ¥12,500- 
¥140,001.～ ¥2,500- to be added every ¥20,000- increase of bunker price.

 
 
 



Wing Maritime Service Corporation 

Bunker price per kilo litter BAF per one hour 

less than ¥30,000. N/A
¥30,000.~39,999. ¥2,500-

¥40,000.～¥59,999. ¥5,000- 
¥60,000.～¥79,999. ¥7,500- 
¥80,000.～¥99,999. ¥10,000- 

¥100,000.～¥119,999. ¥12,500- 
¥120,000.～¥139,999. ¥15,000- 
¥140,000.～¥159,999. ¥17,500- 

¥160,000.～ ¥2,500- to be added every ¥20,000- increase of bunker price.
 
6. Remarks 

As for the cases of the particular operations other than the above mentioned, tuggage shall be 
determined upon consultation with the shipping companies or agents in response to the actual 
operation on a case-by-case basis. 


